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MESSAGE FROM LEADERSHIP
2010 was an exciting yet challenging year for DIL. New initiatives were successfully piloted and 
introduced across DIL schools. The most popular ones were the reading and computer programs. 
Students flocked to inviting, well equipped libraries to read their favorite books. Computer labs, with 
Internet access, opened a whole new world of  learning for our students.

Our students excelled in national and local competitions because of  the confidence instilled in them 
through DIL’s co-curricular activities. Our education program that spans across Pakistan has, indeed, 
benefitted some of  the poorest children by providing them a strong footing for future success.

The DIL Teacher Education Center provided training to over 200 non-DIL teachers for the first 
time expanding DIL’s outreach in providing quality education to 82 non-DIL schools across 
Pakistan. DIL also partnered with Seattle University on a groundbreaking virtual education program 
for its school principals that focused on effective school leadership and management. 

In response to the devastating floods that inundated one fifth of  Pakistan last summer, DIL 
provided immediate relief  to over 3000 individuals in Sindh and KPK. Moving into the 
rehabilitation phase DIL will be constructing 43 low cost, environmentally friendly homes. This will 
include rebuilding roads and providing street lights, sanitation and landscaping.

We extend our deep appreciation for the overwhelming support of  our patrons who came forward 
to help Pakistan in its time of  need and at the same time continued to support our ongoing 
programs.

With best wishes,

Fiza Shah  Shazad Dada  Ahmereen Raza
CEO DIL  Chairperson Chairperson
 DIL Pakistan DIL Trust UK  
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GOVERNANCE
Patrons:

Dr. Nafis Sadik: Special Advisor to the United Nations Secretary General
Princess Sarvath El Hassan of  Jordan: Patron of  the Young Muslim Women’s Association (YMWA)
Dr. Maleeha Lodhi: Former Pakistani High Commissioner to the UK

US Board of  Directors:

Fiza Shah: Founder and Chief  Executive Officer Jameela Fakhri 
Sara Abbasi: Chairperson Ahmereen Reza 
Mehar J. Patel: Vice Chairperson Hashmat Saeed     
Imran Ahmed Tasnim Shaheryar 
Naeem Arustu Muhammad B. Shahzad                                     
Shahzad Dada Najmi Sarwar                                                                      
 Zia Yusuf                   

DIL was granted tax-exempt status 501 (c) (3) by the IRS in February 2000

Pakistan Board of  Trustees:

Shazad Dada  Shahnaz Ahmed
Shahida Azfar Saeeda Fancy
Nasreen Iqbal Perveen Malik
Imran Ahmed Anjana Raza

DIL was registered in Pakistan in July 2000 under the Societies Registration Act 1860 

UK Board of  Trustees:

Ahmereen Reza Marjan Khanji
Rubina Riaz Ruha Khandwala
Frances Mani  Jameela Fakhri
David Lockwood                                                   

DIL Trust UK was registered with the Charity Commission as a charitable trust governed by the rules of  
England & Wales.

The DIL Boards develop strategic goals and program initiatives; reviews and approves annual plans and 
budgets; assists in expanding outreach, visibility and donor support; and monitors the progress of  the 
organization.
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DIL educates over 16,000 students across Pakistan

DIL operates 147 primary and secondary school in the following regions of  Pakistan:

Khyber Pukhtoonkhwa – Dir and Mansehra
Punjab – Islamabad, Rawalpindi and Sheikhupura
Baluchistan – Mastung, Pishin, and Ziarat 
Sindh – Khairpur and Orangi

DIL Affiliates and Chapters
DIL has an international presence with affiliates
registered in the United States, Pakistan, Canada 
and the United Kingdom.  

DIL sustains its work through chapters in local communities that hold annual events to raise awareness and 
funds to support its mission. DIL US currently has chapters in New York, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Wash-
ington DC, Houston, San Diego, Denver and Philadelphia. DIL Pakistan has chapters in Karachi and Lahore; 
DIL Canada has chapters in Toronto and Ottawa; and DIL Trust UK is based in London.

In February 2005, young adults who had grown up supporting the mission of  DIL launched their own 
initiative: YOUR DIL (Youth Outreach for Developments in Literacy). YOUR DIL promotes awareness and 
encourages support for DIL’s goals through events and activities targeting the needs of  a younger genera-
tion. YOUR DIL currently has chapters in New York, Boston, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Austin, 
Houston, Detroit, Connecticut and Washington DC.

DIL School Partners
•  Cooperation for Advancement Rehabilitation and Education (CARE): DIL partners with CARE to 

run 6 government schools in Sheikhupura District, Punjab. 
•  Indus Resource Center (IRC): DIL partners with IRC to run 26 schools in Khairpur District, Sindh. 
•  Khwendo Kor (KK): DIL partners with KK to run 37 schools in Dir, KPK. 
•  Naz Old Boys Welfare Association (NOWA): DIL partners with NOWA to run 28 schools in the 

Khairpur District of  Sindh.
•  Society for Community Support for Primary Education in Baluchistan (SCSPEB): DIL partners 

with SCSPEB to run 10 schools in Pishin, Mastung and Ziarat, Baluchistan.

SNAPSHOT OF DIL’S SUCCESS
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SCHOOL CONSTRUCTION

2010 ACHIEVEMENTS

Construction was completed for Jr-1 and Jr-5 
Schools in Orangi, Khuda Ki Basti School in 
Kala Shah Kaku, and ICT Chappar and ICT 
Choal Pattan Schools in Islamabad.  Expansion 
projects, in which additional rooms were 
constructed for schools, were carried out in the 
following schools during the year: Mehran Jr-3 
in Orangi,  ICT Pind Malkan, ICT Ghora Mast 
and ICT Bunni Behk. 

LIBRARIES & READING PROGRAM

DIL has created modern libraries at 32 of  its 
schools in Orangi, Pindi, Mansehra, Islamabad 
and Khairpur. These colorful and inviting 
libraries contain age‐appropriate, easily 
accessible books that are extremely popular 
with students. As libraries improve and grow, 
DIL Teachers are faced with a new, but 
wonderful problem: getting children to stop 

reading at the end of  the day. “Now students 
just want to pour over their books after school 
hours. Many have not had this chance before,” 
says Anjana Raza, DIL Executive Director in 
Pakistan. In addition to their reading during 
scheduled library periods, some schools have 
also started reading clubs after school. Children 
attending government or other private schools 
are also accessing DIL libraries.

Complimenting DIL’s efforts to provide 
learning opportunities for its students, a book 
fair was organized by the KK DIL project 
office. The initiative equipped twelve DIL 
schools with books, supplied by partner-NGO 
Relief  International.

SCHOLARSHIPS
Providing scholarships is yet another way 
DIL provides access to education for 
underprivileged children in Pakistan. In 
addition to providing quality education for 
free or for a nominal fee, DIL also provides 
scholarships to its graduates seeking to 
continue their education. In 2010, in DIL’s 
Orangi Schools, 100 students received 
scholarships to participate in an English 
language program. Many DIL graduates 
pursuing admission to private schools received 
full scholarships from DIL. The total number 
of  DIL students receiving scholarships for the 
year was 381.
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minds have been opened. There is a bulb that 
has come on!” This year, an external consultant 
was hired to observe and record the framework 
used for developing DIL’s trainings, which 
led to the creation of  DIL’s Teacher Training 
Model. 

TEACHER DEVELOPMENT

DIL’s Teacher Education Center (DTEC) 
made a breakthrough in the summer of  2010 
by training teachers from other schools. By the 
end of  the year, DIL conducted professional 
development training for approximately 
900 DIL and non-DIL teachers, providing 
improved quality of  instruction to 22,544 
students. Teacher trainings were designed using 
the Pakistan National Curriculum for Math, 
English, and Urdu. This enabled DTEC to 
deliver targeted and focused trainings from 
KG-Grade 5. 

DIL trainings reached a new level of  energy 
in 2010 as they were based on developing 
teachers’ capacity for problem solving, 
collaboration, and creativity, while reinforcing 
concepts. Instead of  trainers conducting 
predesigned activities, they facilitated 
teachers in developing their own activities.  A 
participant of  the summer trainings shared 
her feedback on the training: “We feel that our 

Teacher training has remarkably transformed 
the lives of  our young teachers, many of  who 
are the first women in their families to seek 
employment.  Teachers now eagerly serve as 
both educators and community leaders in their 
villages. “The same people who objected to 
my receiving an education are now sending 
their girls to be taught by me,” DIL Teacher 
Zuriat says. “Through my hard work, I have 
succeeded in not only getting where I wanted 
to be, but also in changing attitudes and beliefs 
in my community.”

Head Teacher / Principal Training 
DIL identified and responded to the need to 
build the capacity of  its management staff  by 
training 75 school Principals and head-teachers 
this year. Principals and head-teachers attended 
capacity building training to better understand 
the dynamics of  school management and 
administration. The sessions prepared them to 
apply data collection tools to improve decision 
making. Head teachers in DIL’s Khairpur 
schools received operational management 
and finance training that enhanced their 
professional capacity to create learning 
environments.
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Principals were also trained on various 
management and monitoring tools. 
Empowering school leaders and the local 
community to take ownership of  their school 
is an on-going process, and DIL has taken 
concrete steps in 2010 towards reaching this 
goal.

Teacher Newsletter
The first edition 
of  DIL’s Teacher 
Newsletter was 
published in August 
2010 in Urdu, Sindhi, 
and English. The 
newsletter reinforces 
what the trainings 
encourage teachers 
to do – be creative 
problem solvers in their 

environment. It features teacher and student 
stories, successful teaching techniques and fun 
classroom activities. Already circulated in all 
DIL schools, plans are underway to widen the 
circulation to other schools and organizations. 
Teachers are happy to share ideas and techniques 
through the newsletter. It has created healthy 
competition amongst the teachers, encouraging 
them to share their stories for the next edition 
of  the publication.

CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT

DIL is now in its fourth year of  researching, 
developing and implementing its own 
curriculum in DIL schools. What started as a 
program focused only on improving English 

instruction, has now expanded to include 
Urdu, Math, Science and general teaching 
Pedagogy. The curriculum that was completed 
during 2010 includes English - Class 3, Urdu - 
Class 3, and Math – Class KG and Class 1. DIL 
also hired a full-time Science Master Trainer 
in the Spring of  2010 who is responsible for 
developing the Science curriculum.

DIL’s team of  curriculum developers, along 
with its capable training staff  have greatly 
improved the quality of  education in DIL 
schools. Each subject curriculum is developed 
in accordance with the Pakistan Ministry of  
Education’s instructional standards. Each 
developer researches relevant material to 
make the curriculum more accessible and 
relevant to the communities where DIL 
operates. Teachers’ guides and additional 
support materials are created to enhance 
the curriculum. DIL’s staff  and teachers are 
involved in the process from the beginning, 
providing valuable evaluation and feedback.
Extremely positive comments have been 

received from the teachers regarding the 
new math program. They especially liked 
the introduction of  manipulatives, i.e. false 
currency, pattern blocks and indigenous 
materials, as a way to provide hands-on 
learning for conceptual understanding of  math 
concepts while increasing children’s interest in 
the subject.

DIL is continuing to develop curricula for all 
subjects, one grade level at a time. The goal is 
to have a full primary curriculum completed by 
the end of  December 2011.
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PEDAgOgY 

With the addition of  pedagogy this past 
year, DIL is expanding the breadth of  its 
programs. Pedagogy provides a set of  useful 
teaching strategies and approaches that can 
be woven into all subjects and grade levels. 
By acquiring good pedagogical practices the 
teachers are able to manage the varying needs 
of  their students skillfully while modeling 
good leadership for their students and the 
community.

Pedagogy Training was carried out by DIL for 
the first time in the summer of  2010, which 
served as the precursor to the writing of  
DIL’s Pedagogy Curriculum.  DIL’s Pedagogy 
Curriculum is being developed by DIL’s 
Curriculum Director and Training Team and 
will be rolled out in stages over 2011.

COMPUTERS AND INTERNET 
TECHNOLOgY 

Computer Labs
In 2010, 8 
computer labs 
(in 5 schools 
in Orangi and 
3 schools in 
Khairpur) received 
Internet access 
and are now being 
used by students 
to conduct online 
research for their 
school projects. 

Computer teachers at DIL’s Orangi schools 
were trained in maintenance and management 
of  the computer lab and teaching students how 
to use different types of  computer software. 
Establishment of  two new computer labs 
was initiated in Khairpur. In 2011, DIL plans 
to provide Internet connection to additional 
schools and introduce afterschool computer 
programs. 

Computers Connect Students to the World 

DIL is sparking meaningful online engagement 
for students as they access, for the first time, 
knowledge and information worldwide. In a new 
program, DIL students are communicating with 
students in Karachi and Pishin through a hands-
on, summer computer camp at DIL’s Mehran 
School. The program is part of  DIL’s new virtual 
education collaboration with a partner, i-EARN 
Pakistan, an affiliate of  i-EARN—International 
Education and Resource Network, which 
engages about 750,000 students in 38 countries. 
In the first activity, for which i-EARN Pakistan 
provided support and training, 10 students and 
1 teacher participated in a month long online 
program with three other schools in Karachi 
and Pishin. Students learnt to do research 
using the internet, preparing power point 
presentations, and sharing their project work 
over the internet with other students. Saleha, 
one of  the four DIL Orangi computer teachers 
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where access to education and training is 
extremely difficult. Under this groundbreaking 
virtual education pilot project, DIL and Seattle 
University will use video conferencing to create 
a culture of  effective leadership within DIL 
schools. Seattle University will provide DIL’s 
five master trainers with virtual instructional 
sessions and follow-up support coaching 
sessions and classroom observation tools from 
the United States. Once coached, the five DIL 
trainers will then each go out and interact with 
and train several principals in Orangi and Pindi 
DIL schools. If  successful, DIL and Seattle 
University plan to scale up the pilot project, 
impacting even more regions. Virtual education 
has only existed in Pakistan since 2002.

VOCATIONAL TRAINING

DIL began a vocational training centre (VTC) 
in 2009 to provide support, beyond school-
based education, to the communities in which 
DIL schools are located.  This support comes 
in the form of  specialized trainings, which can 
be grouped into two main categories: Sewing 
and handicraft; and Computers and Internet 
Technology. DIL’s VTC programs target young 
women, the families of  DIL students, and the 
local communities catered to by DIL schools. 
VTCs have been established in Orangi, one of  
the largest squatter settlements in the world.

This year, 
hundreds of  
VTC participants 
trained in 
sewing, knitting, 
embroidery, and 
candle making 
are successfully 
marketing 
their products. 
Many women 
are working as 
seamstresses 
and earning a monthly income, which serves 
to boosts their families’ welfare and further 
empower them.

commented, “my students were isolated, they 
knew nothing beyond their school. But with 
the computer program they are meeting so 
many other students and learning so many new 
things.” Another teacher noted that “through 
the internet, Skype, and chatting [her] students 
have gained confidence and are not hesitant to 
use technology.”

DIL has already planned to scale-up this 
program to include 10 more schools with 200 
students and 20 teachers. For the first time, DIL 
teachers and students will be collaborating with 
their peers across schools and districts. Research 
demonstrates that computer interaction between 
students around the world boosts learning and 
improves reading and writing test scores.

DIL Pioneers Virtual Education Pilot 
DIL is pioneering an innovative virtual 
education paradigm to train school principals 
and teachers in the most remote communities, 
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In 2010, DIL established one Computer 
VTC to boost the competency of  individuals 
towards computer related professions. 
Through this course, participants become 
familiar with the scope of  IT and aware of  
professional opportunities available to them. 
The Computer VTC is also training individuals 
to serve as computer teachers for DIL schools.

DIL FLOOD RELIEF EFFORTS

DIL extends deep appreciation for the 
outpouring of  support from generous donors 
during the July/August 2010 catastrophic 
flooding that inundated one-fifth of  Pakistan. 
DIL collectively raised USD 245,000 in the US, 
the UK, and Pakistan. DIL’s response to the 
floods includes two phases- the first addressed 
the emergency needs of  those affected and the 
second deals with the longer- term needs that 
result from a natural disaster.

DIL VOLUNTEERS 

A volunteer from the UK spent last summer 
teaching spoken English to DIL teachers and 
students in Orangi. The summer course was 
so popular with teachers that it developed 
into an English Language Coaching Program, 
linking corporate organizations’ Corporate 
Social Responsibility units with DIL schools. 
Building from the success of  this experience, 
a structured volunteer program is now being 
developed and over the next year, successful 
initiatives will be replicated across DIL schools.

COMMUNITY EMPOWERMENT

Empowering communities is a central outcome 
of  DIL’s work in Pakistan. DIL projects 
take special measures to involve community 
stakeholders in maintaining and operating its 
schools. In Khairpur Schools, for example, 
“Female Education Councils” provide mothers 
formal avenues of  participating in school 
affairs. The Rawalpindi project also began 
to engage the community in participating in 
school sustainability. Such involvement aims 
to increase enrolment, decrease attrition, gain 
student support from home, and maintain 
school facilities.

During the immediate relief  phase, funds from 
DIL donors provided treatment for 904 people 
at 3 medical camps in Dir, KPK. In addition, 
DIL distributed food supplies to 200 people 
and assisted in the reconstruction of  12 homes 
that benefitted 96 people in Charsada, KPK. 
In Khairpur, Sindh, DIL distributed hygiene 
kits as well as clothing, formula and feeding 
supplies for newborns that benefited over 
2,000 individuals. Funds were also used to 
repair 7 schools, rebuild 3 others and restock 
all 10 schools with furniture and educational 
materials. DIL also helped affected children 
gain a sense of  normalcy by providing 
instruction for children from internally 
displaced families living in nearby camps.

Moving into the rehabilitation phase, DIL 
partnered with Karachi Relief  Trust to 
construct 43 low-cost, environmentally-friendly 
homes for the most vulnerable families in 
the village of  Jhirack, Sindh. Through this 
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program, community members participate 
in building their own homes while learning 
new marketable skills. Funds will also be used 
to rebuild roads, streetlights, sanitation and 
landscaping in 2011. Additionally, DIL Trust 
UK is partnering with Indus Earth to build 
14 homes in Sagyoon, Khairpur, where DIL 
school communities were directly affected.

-  To increase the knowledge base and skills of  
80,000 students by improving the delivery 
of  education by DIL trained teachers;

-  To develop partnerships with government 
and non-government stakeholders to create 
a niche; and

-  To enhance organizational capacities and 
capabilities to meet its targets and effectively 
manage the scaling up process.

Monitoring and Evaluation
Applying M&E processes will measure the 
impact of  DIL programs and inform future 
planning.  As DIL scales up, these tools are 
important to ensure quality standards across 
the organization’s programs.  

Human Resource Learning Center (HRLC) 
conducted a five day training workshop 
for 29 DIL and DIL Partner NGO staff  
on Result Based Management. Key skills 
were enhanced to use tools for program 
development, planning, and monitoring. As 
field staff, partner project teams, and managers 
participated together, a shared language and 
concept level was achieved.  

Partnership Development
DIL works with many like-minded 
organizations to achieve common educational 
goals and objectives in ways that are mutually 
beneficial and promote respect, trust, and 
empowerment.

DIL seeks to work in collaboration with a wide 
variety of  government and nongovernmental 
as well as corporate sector organizations 
to: expand the outreach and impact of  its 
programs, gain respect and visibility in the 
education sector in Pakistan, and to learn from 
the experience of  others.

DIL is one of  the founding members of  the 
Alliance Group for Education. Supported by 
Syed Babar Ali, other members include Ali 
Institute, Care, and Comcept. The Alliance 
group has the primary objective of  teacher 

ORGANIZATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

DIL’s Strategic Plan
The strategic planning process identified 
key initiatives needed over the next three 
years to meet DIL’s vision and mission. 
Achieving optimal excellence in current 
programs, standardization and replication 
across programs and projects and maximum 
impact of  DIL’s successful interventions were 
identified as the main strategic objectives. 
Directors, managers and relevant staff  
members were included in the process to 
ensure that realistic targets were being set for 
the organization.

In October, the DIL Global Board finalized 
the Strategic Plan for 2011-13, positioning DIL 
for greater impact over the next three years 
and providing a roadmap for organizational 
development.  The key focus areas of  the 
document are as follows:

- To create conducive conditions that allow 
20,000 students from poor families to gain 
maximum benefit from their educational 
experience;
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education and professional development, 
targeting sustainable improvement in quality 
and access through private sector collaboration; 
and a secondary objective of  offering 
synergistic programs for local community, e.g. 
adult literacy, vocational trainings, university 
outreach programs, career training workshops. 
Through this platform, DIL is linking with 
institutions like LUMS to develop a student 
volunteer program for teaching and is 
developing on-line capacity for conducting 
student and teacher assessments with support 
from Comcept. DIL is also leading a working 
group to develop quality criteria for on-line 
trainings.

Instead of  building more schools, DIL prefers 
to shift its focus to providing technical support 
and teacher and staff  training to organizations 
already running schools, such as the Pakistani 
philanthropic organization Pakistan Rising.

DIL is also gaining from its partnerships 
with the Pakistan Institute for Environment 
Development Action Research (PIEDAR). The 
organization is helping DIL schools create a 

green environment through clean water and 
sanitation, recycling, and planting of  trees. 
Enthusiasm was high among the 32 DIL 
schools participating in the program.

DIL has collaborated with Intel to promote IT 
based teacher training. DIL has also partnered 
with CHIP, providing teacher training in 
exchange for social mobilization and capacity 
building of  DIL’s field staff. In addition, Relief  
International has donated books for 52 DIL 
schools and 10 mobile shelving units. In return 
DIL will share its Reading Program training 
with RI.

ANITA

Anita’s mother was married at the age of  14 to a man who 
was 50 years old.  Anita’s father died seven years later, 
leaving her mother to support and care for four young 
children. Anita’s mother was left no choice but to begin 
tending cattle and doing a bit of  small-scale farming. 
Working by her side throughout, was 5-year-old Anita. 

Soon, a DIL-IRC school opened in her village and a 
teacher asked that Anita be enrolled. Initially, Anita’s 
mother declined, but upon learning that DIL-IRC would 
offer a scholarship to cover the costs of  the education, she 
registered her daughter.

Anita loved going to school where she flourished and soon 
became a favorite amongst the teachers. Year after year 
she was at the top of  her class, while also continuing work 
after school in the field with her mother. By the time she 
passed her matriculation exam, Anita had decided that she 
wanted to become a teacher. Because there was no teach-
ing position available in her village, she decided to teach 
voluntarily at a nearby school.

Last year, the very school she graduated from needed an 
additional teacher. Anita applied for the position which in-
cluded a written exam and an interview. Anita was selected 
as the new teacher at DIL-IRC School, Syed Waryal Shah. 
With her income she is helping to reduce her mother’s 
workload.

Anita now inspires her students to work hard, get good 
grades and accomplish their goals. It is women like Anita 
who are the true catalysts for grassroots social change in 
Pakistan.Anita, receiving the Best Performance Certificate from Chairman of  IRC
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OTHER ACHIEVEMENTS

DIL schools competed with 1,500 government 
and private schools across Pakistan in the 
Design for Change contest, which was 
described as a “global movement designed to 
give young people an opportunity to express 
their own ideas for a better world and put 
them into action.” DIL takes great pride in 
announcing that the DIL School MAH Siddiqi 
won an award for the “Easiest to Replicate” 
category, which is given to participants who 
offer impactful ideas that are easy to put into 
action.

The winning DIL team decided to make their 
street cleaner and safer by finding a solution to 
illnesses and injuries caused by standing water 
in open gutters. It is worth noting that, while 
all other winning entries comprised of  video 
and photo presentations, theirs was a simple, 
handwritten submission.

DIL RECOGNITION

DIL is grateful for outstanding coverage from 
Pulitzer prizewinning, NY Times correspon-
dent Nicholas Kristof, who first recognized 
DIL’s efforts in his popular column in 2008. In 
another column this spring, Kristof  wrote that 
DIL “builds schools for girls in Pakistan that 
are the most exhilarating things I’ve seen there.

It costs $1,500 to sponsor a DIL classroom 
for a year, and that’s just about the best long 
term counter- terrorism investment available.” 

Kristof  is the co-author, with his wife Sheryl 
WuDunn of  the book, Half  the Sky: From Op-
pression to Opportunity. On the popular Half  the 
Sky website, DIL is listed under organizations 
that support women in the developing world.
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Focus on Female Education
Over 65% of  DIL’s student population is female. 
This is a great feat since the national literacy rate 
for women in Pakistan stands at only 38%.

Child-Centered Education
DIL actively engages in student-centered teaching 
at its schools, which is an alternative to the 
traditional system of  rote learning. Child-centered 
education encourages creativity, critical thinking as 
well as social skills.

Monitoring and Evaluation
The key to the success of  DIL’s projects is a robust 
monitoring framework and complete financial 
transparency. DIL’s monitoring framework consists 
of  a three-tiered approach that includes local and 
regional monitors as well as visits conducted by 
DIL’s Board of  Directors.

Low Dropout Rate
The average student dropout rate for DIL schools 
is only 1.85%, which is an enormous achievement 
considering the nationwide dropout rate in Pakistan 
is 45%.

HOw DIL IS DIFFERENT

Activity-Based Learning
In this inquiry-based approach, students develop 
knowledge and understanding through learning 
activities built upon intellectual inquiry and 
engagement in meaningful tasks.
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Barclays Bank PLC

British Asian Trust (BAT)

Coca Cola Export Corporation Pakistan

Credit Suisse Group

Pakistan Poverty Alleviation Fund (PPAF)

Pepsi Cola International (Private) Limited

Schering Plough

Target International

Trees for Life

United Nations Women Guild Geneva (UNWG)

2010 GLOBAL SPONSORS
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DIL Houston held its 8th annual gala at the 
Omni Hotel where, amidst the glitz and glam-
our, the generous Houston community came 
together to raise $150,000 for DIL. Keynote 
speaker, Pervez Hoodbhoy delivered a sobering 
message about the dismal state of  education in 
Pakistan, reinforcing the critical need to redou-
ble DIL’s efforts in this field. An Eid Bazaar 
was also held by DIL Houston in November 
at which over 70 volunteers came together to 
raise awareness and generate funds for DIL.

AwARENESS AND FUND-RAISING 

In November, over 300 supporters attended 
DIL San Francisco’s elegant gala, “Rhythms 
of  the Indus”. The event was held at the 
Crowne Plaza Cabana Hotel in Palo Alto 
and featured keynote speaker Samuel Klein, 
Director of  Outreach for One Laptop per 
Child and Salman Khan, founder of  the Khan 
Academy. Highlights of  the evening included a 
Kathak dance, a Bhangra performance by the 
Ishaara group and musical performances by 
Riffat Sultana and Kamal Hyder and Company.

Over 500 guests attended DIL Los Angeles’ 
October event at the St. Regis Monarch Beach 
Resort in Dana Point. The record-breaking 
event raised over $600,000 for DIL programs. 
A walk was held earlier in the year at the 
Mason Regional Park in Irvine, where 300 
participants walked 3K to raise support DIL. 

DIL San Diego held a grand event on May 
8, featuring a fashion show by Sarah Ansari, a 
performance by local band “MAST,” a stand-
up routine by Pakistani Comedian, Beo Zafar, 
and a speech by Ethan Casey who has authored  
two books on Pakistan.

Gotham Hall provided a stunning backdrop 
for the 2010 DIL New York Gala. Keynote 
speaker, Jacqueline Novogratz, founder and 
CEO of  the Acumen Fund, captivated the 
audience. An auction was held, in which a 
painting by the renowned artist, M.F. Hussain 
was sold for $79,000. The pledge drive 
following the auction raised an additional 
$54,000 for flood victims. Over $480,000 was 
raised at the event.

(Left to right) Harparminder Chadha, M.D. , Sami Ahmad and 
Pervaiz Hoodboy

DIL Chapter Events Raise Over $1.2 Million in 2010
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DIL Washington DC’s annual fundraiser 
included a presentation by keynote speaker 
Todd Shea, who spoke about his humanitarian 
projects in the remote areas of  Northwest 
Pakistan after the 2005 earthquake and a 
performance by Punjabi singer, Sunbal Raja.

DIL Philadelphia held its inaugural banquet 
at the Springfield 
Country Club in 
August. Over 100 
guests enjoyed the 
event, including the 
retired Chief  Justice of  
Pakistan, Hon. Sheikh 
Riaz Ahmed and 
keynote speaker, Dr. 

Maleeha Lodhi, former Pakistani ambassador 
to the US (and current member of  the DIL 
Advisory Board).

DIL Toronto’s annual fundraising gala drew 
350 guests who were addressed by Consul 
General of  Pakistan Sahebzada A. Khan, To-
ronto Mayoral candidates Rocco Rossi, George 
Smitherman and MP Bob Dechert.  Imran 
Khan, Pakistani politician and sports icon, also 
sent a special video message. A live auction 
was followed by a sitar performance by Anwar 
Khurshid of  the Sitar School of  Toronto, a 
Kathak dance performances by the Chhandam 
Dance Company and music by DJ Kamran. 

raised were used to purchase and distribute 
care packages to families in the Sindh Province. 
In November, members of  DIL Ottawa were 
invited to speak at the Amnesty International 
Annual Fundraiser to raise awareness of  the 
importance of  global literacy.

DIL Trust UK hosted an afternoon tea in 
October to raise funds for flood victims in 
Pakistan. Held at The Churchill, Hyatt Regency, 
the event included an elegant fashion show that 
featured both traditional and contemporary 
saris donated by DIL supporters. With nearly 
200 people in attendance, the event helped 
DIL Trust UK raise over GBP 23,000 through 
sales of  saris and other donations.

DIL Karachi successfully held its first 
fundraising event where more than Rs. 
6,500,000 was raised. Its second fundraiser, a 
fashion show, collected a total of  Rs.4,480,968 
in donations. In response to this fundraiser, 
Etihad Airways selected DIL as their charity 
of  choice. DIL will now receive the cash 
equivalent for air miles donated by Etihad 
Airways clients. 

DIL Lahore was launched in March at a 
private luncheon with renowned educators and 
leading philanthropists. For its first fundraiser, 
the chapter brought quality theatre to the 
citizens of  Lahore. “Mama Mia,” a musical 
by Made for Stage Production, ran for seven 
consecutive days at Alhamra Auditorium.

DIL Ottawa held a musical evening featuring 
Abdul Zakir & Co. on May 22nd, 2010. DIL 
Ottawa joined forces with several other Cana-
dian charities following the Pakistan Summer 
Floods to assist victims of  the disaster. Funds 

DIL is pleased to announce the launch this 
year of  the Las Vegas and Atlanta DIL 
Chapters.
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YOUR DIL Chapters were also busy in 2010, gathering funds and support for DIL 
Program. Just a few of  the many events hosted by YOUR DIL Chapters over the year 
are highlighted below: 

YOUR DIL San Francisco hosted an event 
on May 8, which mimicked the elegance of  
Monaco’s Monte Carlo and thrills of  Las 
Vegas. The event raised enough funds to 
guarantee education for 141 children.

YOUR DIL Austin, on May 16, hosted 
an Arabian Night Fundraising Dinner at 
Marrakesh Café and Grill, raising around 
$2,000.

YOUR DIL Los Angeles was active this 
year with various fundraising events, including 
a hip-hop dance competition an evening of  
music and food and a benefit to support those 
affected by floods in Pakistan.

YOUR DIL New York sponsored the 
2010 South Asian International Film Festival 
(SAIFF) in New York (October 27 - November 
2), specifically the film “Slackistan.” SAIFF is 
the largest film premiere destination for South 
Asian filmmakers in the United States, at which, 
once a year, both emerging and established 
filmmakers are given the opportunity to 
showcase their latest productions.
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DIL USA AUDIT REPORT
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ASSETS

TOTAL ASSETS

LIABILITIES & NET ASSETS

TOTAL LIABILITIES & NET ASSETS

DEVELOPMENTS IN LITERACY, INC.
STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION

DECEMBER 31, 2010
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REVENUES AND OTHER SUPPORT

EXPENSES

CHANGE IN NET ASSETS

NET ASSETS AT BEGINNING OF YEAR

NET ASSETS AT END OF YEAR

DEVELOPMENTS IN LITERACY, INC.
STATEMENT OF ACTIVITIES

FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2010
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TOTAL EXPENSES

DEVELOPMENTS IN LITERACY, INC.
STATEMENT OF FUNCTIONAL EXPENSES

FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2010
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DIL UK AUDIT REPORT
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DIL PAKISTAN AUDIT REPORT
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